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Thee Cultures of Science and Technology
her editorial (10 February, p. 543), Anna J. Harrison succinctly
differrentiates among the processes of science, engineering, and technology.
This is a valuable first step in clarifying the problems that the government
faces in developing policies relevant to these areas. But policy-making
effortts also require that we examine the cultures involved in the three
roceesses and their constituencies. While, as Harrison points out, scientists
are increasingly acting as engineers and engineers as scientists, that
phen tomenon is one of personal and intellectual mobility. When scientists
t

problem-solvers, they adopt the engineering-technology culture and
the engineering-technology constituency. The reverse is also true.
Thus it is appropriate here to ignore that mobility.
Sciience has as its constituency the general public. Within the science
cultuIre, the results of the science process are considered free goods. While
secre-cy may be observed to ensure priority, once results are in, publication
is the rule. Institutions that fund the major work in science, universities, and
fellovw scientists measure scientists, among other things, by how well and
quickdy they disseminate results. Science is among the most open of activities.
The (output is knowledge and understanding, and this output is most often
b
embc)died in publications and in the process of teaching.
Engineering and technology are very different from science. There are, of
coun se, engineering scientists engaged in engineering science-just as there
are b iological scientists and nuclear scientists-and they follow the science
cultu:Ire and leave as their legacy public scientific knowledge. Almost all
enginieering, as is the case with technology, however, reaches its expression
in thitings and services. Only incidentally does engineering or technology
resullIt in a legacy of knowledge. That such knowledge is a by-product does
not dlemean its importance; it merely identifies it as irrelevant to the driving
force-s in the culture and the constituency.
Beicause of this commonality in output, I shall use "technology" for both
enginneering and technology. Technologists strive to solve problems at a
price that makes the public willing to select and use their solutions. Cost and
price ,reliability, and other attributes that lead to that selection are as much
arts of the technologist's calculus as are stress, resistance, and friction. In
P
our c:ompetitive, relatively capitalist society, the efforts of the technologist
are n nediated by companies that expect to profit from the public's adoption
of th4 e technologist's solution. In other societies the rewards to the mediatmg einterprises range from social status to political power.
Re gardless of the society, the rewards go to the organization (and through
it to the technologist) that most successfully achieves public adoption of
the tiechnology. Thus, while the public may be the technologist's ultimate
consttituency, the existence of this intermediary organization-and its
rewa rds-set the technologist's culture. Technology is developed in secret.
Publiication is anathema, and the final test of validity is public use. Indeed,
SO sti:rong is the drive for secrecy that early public policy created the U.S.
patennt system. Society went so far as to grant a monopoly to the technologist in exchange for revealing the technical knowledge embodied in the
t nt's disclosure. Engineers and technologists often work in teams and
pater
share knowledge within the host organization, but outside lie the competitors. Technologists work very hard to prevent the spread of their new
knowvledge. Thus, the legacy of technology is the material advancement of
socieSty.
Th ie cultures of science and technology are thus almost opposites-a fact
we e :ither ignore or deny when we establish agencies under the rubric of
"scie-nce and technology." If we are to make and implement sound public
polic y regarding science and technology, we must understand these differencers and capitalize on them rather than deny them. Indeed the linking of
scienIce and technology that we do routinely may be the first hurdle of denial
that vwe must overcome.-JORDAN J. BARUCH, President, Jordan J. Baruch
Associates, Washington, DC 20036
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